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Abstract
Convergence and the Internet have changed the way creative content is now watched, and
forced the Television without Frontiers Directive 89/552/EC (the TWFD) to be reformed into
the Audiovisual Media Services Directive 2007/65/EC (AVMSD). Historically, the key
regulatory broadcasting issue was ensuring the provision of stipulated content and
implementing public policy. By contrast, telecommunications regulation centered on ensuring
the provision of affordable network access for consumers. However; convergence, the
coming together of different technologies, which have distinct functions, to create one
medium which performs each divergent function, has now intertwined these regulatory
issues. The former distinct sectors of broadcasting and telecommunications have become one
with regulators placing increasing weight on facilitating access to public service content
across broadcasting platforms and regulating content within telecommunications platforms.
This work argues that convergence has altered the broadcasting landscape almost beyond
recognition, causing new market opportunities alongside downward economic pressures.
Without an adequate change in how the law regulates the new resulting creative content
industry, both in terms of supply and the substance of such content, further harm would also
have ensued for the entire industry. Due to fears that too much regulation would be
detrimental to the competitiveness of the Internet Protocol Television (IPTV) market and
hinder development; some argue that the reformed Directive should not have had a wider
scope to cover on-demand content. It is suggested that while having merit, this thinking
ignores the extent to which convergence has changed the broadcasting environment thus,
non-linear content delivery services have to be included in the AVMSD.
Keywords: convergence, IPTV, broadcasting, regulatory framework

1. The Impact of Convergence on the Broadcasting Industry
Arguably the epicentre of today‟s converged environment is the broadband internet network.
This has led to broadband delivered broadcasting, or IPTV as it is more commonly known, as
well as allowing the creation of broadcasting via mobile phones. Convergence means
operators need to respond to the new environment in order to take advantage of new
opportunities and avoid losing revenue. Forsyth and Heath (2007) have argued „[t]he era of
scheduled TV channels is fast coming to an end‟ as on-demand programming becomes the
norm as viewing trends follow the general shift to a 24/7 mobile society, evidenced by the
rise of 24 hour news channels and uptake of services such as Sky+.1 The impact of
convergence has seen new opportunities, such as the more efficient distribution of services
within a channel‟s existing capacity but most „notably [Digital Terrestrial Television], and
the delivery of audiovisual services through new technological platforms [which] have
expanded the presence of such services on the market reinforcing the well-known
phenomenon of fragmentation of supply.‟2 However, some business models have also faced
hard tests from the resulting fragmentation of audience share. Although, it should be noted
that, the impact of convergence has not only been limited to operators; there have also been
major implications for how the industry is regulated.
1.1 Convergence and the implications for broadcasters
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Convergence has created significant economic pressures as the audience fragmentation leads
to a reconfiguration of the landscape. This is particularly so when coupled with the rise in
ICT availability and usage by the European population. We now have a multi-channel
environment, with a greater public use of videos and DVDs,3 and whereas traditional
channels, such as ITV1, could regularly attract audience figures of 15m plus for some shows,
now on a good night they might attract 9.2m viewers (Forsyth and Heath 2007). The effect
of this competition is that advertisers will no longer pay the same amounts for restricted
advertisement slots that yield less exposure. ITV1 saw advertising revenues fall 12.4 percent
in 2006 (even with the Football World Cup on its schedule), while 2007 saw a further fall,
albeit only 4.4 percent.4 Meanwhile European Internet advertising grew 40 percent to €7.2bn
in 2007.5 As IPTV take up, particular on-demand services, grows so will this figure at the
expense of traditional TV ad-spots.
These economic pressures, enhanced by the wave of new broadcasting entrants from the
telecoms sector, combined with the ability to offer converged services have „challenge[d] the
sustainability of traditional business models in the sector.‟6 Traditional commercial
broadcasters have responded by opting to launch on-demand services although approaches
have varied. ITV, perhaps reflecting its current viewer/advertising problem has opted for a
free service to attract viewers but charge higher rates for advertisements.7 Channel 4
however, launched its service with some charges. Latest shows, and the channel‟s own
„classic‟ content can be viewed for free, other shows cost 99p while movies cost £1.99.8 The
irony is that the broadcasters arguably in the direst positions now could well be in the
strongest position in the future. Ofcom has predicted Channel 4 will operate at a loss by 2010
and out of money by 2012. However, as the channel is content rich, meaning it has an
extensive archive of popular programmes which it own the rights to; they are better placed to
benefit from the arrival of an on-demand environment. This is particularly the case when
compared to rivals such as BskyB which, other than sport,9 produces very little of its own
content (Forsyth and Heath 2007, p20).
This lack of own content could be behind BskyB‟s different response to convergence. As the
BBC reports, the one way nature of satellite broadcasting means it is harder to provide a „true
on-demand service.‟10 The Sky+ service does offer some on-demand services by placing a
selection of programmes on the hard drive so they can be watched again;11 the boxes also
double as a Personal Video Recorder (PVR). Programmes are also available for download as
part of subscription tie-ups with mobile phone operators such as Vodafone and O2. Overall,
BskyB‟s biggest change to its business model is its decision to become a telecoms player and
take advantage of convergence by offering a combined triple play package.12 While designed
to prevent customer churn; it is perhaps also a recognition that Sky needs to diversify its
customer base. Even with the ability to offer IPTV through its broadband service, the fact is
Sky remains a content distributor as they have very little content of their own. This means its
future as a broadcaster is still in some danger as people could cut out the middleman and
download content directly from the producers.13
As noted, the other significant change in the sector has been the entry of vast numbers of new
players entering the on-demand market, particularly from the telecoms sector. One way this
has been done is through mobile phone operators signing content agreements with producers.
Their long term plan is to broadcast channels live once the required spectrum is freed up by
Ofcom. Alternatively, fixed line operators, notably BT, mirror BskyB‟s move by offering
package services including a broadband TV service, BT Vision which works similarly to
Sky+. However, as the on-demand element does not feature advertisements this particular
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service may not be a direct competitor to traditional broadcasters; it does however, illustrate
how crowded the market is becoming due to convergence bringing non-broadcasting
undertakings into the sector. However, with the sheer number of broadband customers BT
has, if it was to introduce advertisements it could have a significant detrimental impact on
traditional broadcasters.
This new, highly competitive ICT environment, with its emphasis on on-demand services,
has meant power rests with the consumer as they determine what they watch and when.
Resultantly business sustainability rests on having a supply of good, but low cost, content.
Those without their own catalogue of self-made content have two options. They can, like
BskyB, create their own on-demand delivery service combined with a diversified product
range to make a more appealing package. However, this involves high development costs and
may not be successful particularly as there is reliance on 3rd party content. Therefore, the
alternative method is to merge with, or acquire, a content producer that fits with an existing
platform provider. This has the attraction of strengthening the new company in light of the
increased competition both face individually particularly in terms of advertising revenues.
This has arguably been the more prevalent option thus far, with a „trend towards
concentration in the European communications and media sectors.‟14 A prime example of
this can be seen in Virgin Media‟s attempt to acquire ITV prior to launching their on-demand
service.
1.2 The implications for regulators
There are also implications for regulators and not just in terms of the overall policy
framework for regulating the ICT industry. Suggestions have been made that it would be
better to „converge‟ pre-existing regulators dealing with separate areas. The ITU feels that
despite technological and market convergence; the decision to have regulatory convergence
should be based on specific questions that relate to organisational development such as
economies of regulation.15 They also point out the dangers of losing specialised sectorspecific regulators. In essence, convergent regulators mean having a single body that
overseeing the entire ICT sector. This combines economic aspects such as access, universal
service and the overall financial health of the industry with cultural aspects such as the nature
of the content provided and public service broadcasting stipulations. This idea has yet to fully
take off within the EU; for example the French broadcast regulator does not wish to converge
with the telecoms regulator through a fear it will be dominated by commercial considerations.
Finland, Italy and the UK do have converged regulators which may explain why their ICT
sectors are regarded as amongst the best performing in the EU16 however, this is debatable,
and is more likely due to factors such as the individual governmental approach to competition
issues and how effectively they have implemented the EU‟s regulatory framework for
electronic communications networks and services. Although the UK has a „converged‟
regulator in Ofcom, it is questionable whether it is converged in terms of its jurisdictional
scope to sufficiently to deal with the new environment. Ofcom was created in 2002 when ondemand content provision and IPTV were not as prevalent as they are today, additionally,
there were concerns about regulating the Internet. The consequence is that as Deputy
Chairman, Richard Hooper has highlighted; Ofcom can deal with a complaint regarding a
television programme but not when it relates to that programme‟s related website. This is
clearly an issue when preview clips or the actual programme are placed for viewing on the
website.17
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The other regulatory question regards what should fall within the scope of universal service
obligations. To answer this, it needs to be determined what we, as a society, expect in the
way of Public Service Broadcasting (PSB). If, as Forsyth and Heath (2007) have suggested
„[t]he era of scheduled TV channels is fast coming to an end‟ and being replaced by a nonlinear environment; should PSB requirements be placed on these new services?18 What about
linear IPTV channels? If these new media platforms are not required to contain a PSB
element then it would be uncompetitive to force commercial terrestrial channels to continue
providing PSB at a time when commercial terrestrial channels are suffering viewer
fragmentation and a subsequent loss of advertising revenue. Having uncompetitive
commercial channels could, in the longer term, in fact harm for PSB provision.19 However, if
society‟s PSB provision is to come from broadband networks, or even if just that the future of
broadcasting is IPTV; then regulators need to ensure quality, high-speed broadband networks
are provided universally regardless of the economic inefficiencies of doing so in order that
everyone has access. Therefore, the task facing regulators is to not only ensure that public
policy goals are met, such as regarding the protection of minors, but also that any regulation
is technology-neutral and able to adapt to future innovations. There must also be sufficient
certainty to encourage investment in, while not stifling, the emerging audiovisual industry. In
2006, the UK television industry alone had total revenue of £10.8bn.20 This will only grow
as more ICT players are able, through convergence, to enter the broadcasting market.
Regulation that has a detrimental effect by not allowing for easy access and expansion, or that
undermines consumer confidence by leaving parts unregulated will also stifle growth
negatively impacting on the overall economy.
1.3 Convergence and the TWFD
The biggest impact on the TWFD has been the creation of a new environment from that
which was envisaged when it was created. The issue whether the TWFD was suitable to this
environment and thus remained relevant. The primary problem was whether traditional
definitions could be adapted so that content watched via IPTV could be safely classed as
„television broadcasting‟. An additional concern was whether the situation differed if the
content was watched at the choosing of the viewer. However, the use of the word
„unencoded‟ in the definition of „television broadcasting‟ within the TWFD suggests the
digital technology used in IPTV could fall within the definition. However, article 1(1)(a)
TWFD explicitly excluded „communication services providing items of information or other
messages on individual demand.‟ Furthermore, the fact that the definition of a „broadcaster‟
referred to schedules, clearly put those putting programmes on the Internet outside of the
TWFD as by its very nature an on-demand service cannot be restricted to a schedule.
Economic theory of the kind advocated by Friedman21 would suggest that this regulatory
discrepancy does not matter and that non-linear services should be left to establish
themselves with the market providing any necessary regulation. However, if this theory was
applied it would have led to a strange situation whereby a broadcaster would need to comply
with the TWFD in relation to their scheduled broadcasts but not for their on-demand
broadcasts. Yet the programme involved may well have been the same. Clearly therefore, due
to convergence, the TWFD needed reviewing to establish what the boundaries should be in
this new environment. Additional problems were created as to which Member State exercised
jurisdiction. Convergence has brought about the onset of user generated content such as that
seen on YouTube. By its very nature the makers of these do not have head offices and
„significant‟ workforces as stipulated by article 2 TWFD to determine where the broadcaster
is established – they are not established undertakings. Additionally, by basing jurisdiction on
„broadcasters‟ the influx of telecommunications companies, using convergence to enter the
5
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content delivery market, were potentially excluded. Significant problems also arose in
relation to the substantive provisions of the TWFD.
1.3.1 The Protection of minors and human dignity
A multi-channel environment makes monitoring compliance with programming standards
difficult. Not only are there more accessible channels but services, such as on-demand, are
harder to control. Chapter V of the TWFD provided for the protection of minors and public
order, requiring measures to be taken to prevent children viewing harmful content on the one
hand and also the prevention of broadcasts that may incite hatred. The former was dealt with
by article 22 TWFD and distinguished between broadcasts that „might seriously impair the
physical, mental or moral development of minors, in particular programmes that involve
pornography or gratuitous violence‟ and those that „are likely to impair the physical, mental
or moral development of minors‟. Broadcasts within the first category are subject to an
absolute ban whereas; the second category are permitted provided it can be ensured minors
within the area of transmission will not „normally‟ hear or see them by using a watershed or
technical means. A programme that is usually broadcast after the UK‟s watershed could be
available for download on-demand which would make it available pre-watershed and outside
parental control. Furthermore, the Internet brings more material into play from wider sources
i.e. non EU countries which do not have the minimum standards of the TWFD. The problem
is that if the new media platforms are to succeed there needs to be a sufficient level of trust
and confidence amongst users regarding that the content that can be viewed is not detrimental
to children and also, is not openly inciting hatred. While these concerns would appear hard to
argue with they cannot be so easily resolved by simply transposing the framework to IPTV.
The problem is heightened due to it encroaching on the global concern of Internet
governance. Under the TWFD problems were encountered with diversity of opinions as to
what could impair the development of a minor;22 while currently there is a global polarisation
of views regarding internet content control.23 An additional problem highlighted by Murray
(2007) is that those making up „niche communities‟ online have a different perspective on
these issues than those in the „real world communities‟. The Internet gives people control to
express themselves as they please. It is this theory of user control which is at the heart of the
new technologies providing a broadcasting platform for viewers. On-demand and the use of
PVRs are all about giving the viewer freedom to control when they watch their content. The
dilemma for regulators therefore, is how to balance the need for an enforceable minimum
level of protection, with the idea of user control which is at the heart of the new media.
1.3.2 Advertising
Convergence did not directly affect the application of the TWFD‟s advertising provisions.
Instead, the effect has been to highlight the need for a relaxation of the advertising rules to
allow commercial broadcaster greater flexibility to maximise potential revenues.
Broadcasting is generally considered to provide an important social function, particularly
PSB. However, broadcasting is largely funded by advertising and as noted this is in decline
due to a fragmentation of audience share caused by the multi-channel environment. The
problem is further exacerbated, and liable to increase, as PVRs become more widespread as
they allow viewers to fast-forward adverts.24 As advertisers get less exposure for their money
their spending is rapidly shifting to alternative methods and media. One such method being
practiced as an alternative is product placement. This is the prominent placing of branded
products in broadcasts, so for example a character will be seen clearly drinking a well known
brand of beverage. Greater viewer interactivity from convergence has led this to be
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particularly attractive to advertisers as the product can be more easily integrated into
programs while being unavoidable from a consumer perspective.25 In 2006 TV product
placement spending was $2.40bn26 and this was forecasted to increase by 33.9 percent in
2007. This might seem like a win-win situation; broadcasters get funding, viewers get
broadcasts. However, product placements were prohibited by the TWFD as the EU sought to
protect viewers against indiscriminate advertising.27 The reason for this was the desire to
keep separate advertising and editorial content and thus ensure that viewers are not misled as
to what they are watching – adverts or actual programming - and as a result help to maintain
broadcast integrity.
1.3.3 Promotion of European Works
The onset of digital TV, from the late 1990s, created problems with the application of these
provisions. Digitalisation has created a host of new channels. As with any new undertaking,
in the initial stages there tends to be a shortage of revenue. This is particularly so with
broadcasters who will have to create an audience base from zero. As a result they could well
be less able to afford more expensive European and independent works. However, under
article 4 TWFD a majority proportion of the broadcasters‟ „transmission time‟ must be set
aside „where practicable‟ for European works. Of this amount, article 5 states 10 percent must
be from independent broadcasters. A lot of the new channels today are either specialist or pay
TV channels. These are hit harder by the provisions as, with regards the former channels,
there may be less programmes complying with the provisions, those that do comply may be
more expensive due to scarcity. As for the latter channels, Aubrey (2000) notes, „they are to a
certain extent dependent on the films shown in cinemas: their scheduling mostly reflects boxoffice successes, out of which European films only account for a minority proportion of
feature films shown in the cinemas of Member States.‟ On-demand services pose a different
kind of problem to the quota provisions. BT‟s Vision service does not have any transmission
time, merely a bank of programmes that can be watched. While a purposive judicial
interpretation could be given to stipulate a majority proportion of the programme bank must
be European works and then 10 percent of this must be independent; any move towards
judicial interpretation is a move from the legislative certainty that is vital for the sector.
Ultimately however, the biggest problem that these articles suffered from was regarding the
enforceability of the provisions. Without effective enforcement the provisions fall into
disrepute leading to „sceptic[ism] about whether it makes sense to map broadcasting content
quotas into the non-linear world.‟28
2. The New Framework
2.1 The arguments over scope expansion
It is widely agreed that the general principles behind the TWFD remained sound but, as they
stood they were „too broad and too ill-defined to operate without the risk of great harm to
new businesses.‟29 It needed to be adapted to meet technological developments. This is in
addition to problems in its application with regard to the scheduled broadcasting field
particularly Member States applying stricter provisions than required.30 Additionally,
traditional broadcasters were facing increased competition with other scheduled services
delivered on other platforms, as well as on-demand services which operated under different
regulatory frameworks depending on the platform used to deliver the content in question. A
look at the wider electronic communications networks and services sector illustrates that a
level playing field encourages competition through new entrants, drives investment and
increases economic growth and jobs (Geach, 2007). Further, from a policy perspective, to
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regulate traditionally broadcasted content so as to protect minors and prevent incitement to
hatred, but not content broadcasted via new platforms is illogical. Nevertheless, these
justifications were disputed within the UK by the Audiovisual Stakeholders Group (ASG).
They felt no „internal market, public policy or legal rationale exist[ed] for the extension.‟31
They argued an uneven playing field is a competition issue; disparate national legislation
does not justify per se harmonisation according to the ECJ;32 and the public policy goals over
on-demand were already provided for by other legislation such as the E-Commerce Directive
which governs all non-linear services falling outside the jurisdiction of the TWFD. There is
some strength in this position but it ignored the fact that „television broadcasting‟ as defined
by the TWFD is outside of the scope of the E-Commerce Directive. Therefore, it could be
argued the ASG are ignoring the implications for broadcasting from convergence which make
it theoretically better, through increased certainty, to have one single all encompassing
legislation. This can then be drafted in such a way to eradicate any uncompetitive
functionality within the market.
The main concern however, was that the actual proposal would „stifle the nascent
audiovisual content market. Unclear definitions and unnecessarily burdensome restrictions
will create legal uncertainty with potentially harmful effects for the European economy in the
key media sector.‟33 This view was supported by a study for the Commission which found
that regulatory uncertainty in the ICT sector leads to downward investment.34 The leading
criticism centred over the definitional distinction between „linear‟ and „non-linear‟. The early
draft defined „television broadcast‟ as „a linear audiovisual media service where a media
service provider decides upon the moment in time when a specific program is transmitted and
establishes the program schedule.‟35 Whereas a „non-linear service‟ was „an audiovisual
media service where the user decides upon the moment in time when a specific program is
transmitted on the basis of choice of content selected by the media service provider.‟36 Trade
body ECCA believed that by distinguishing between the transmission characteristics of the
two, the proposal contradicted the aim of having a technologically neutral framework and
would eventually „render the current definitions both meaningless and unworkable.‟37 The
Broadband Stakeholder Group (BSG) are reported as highlighting (Croft 2006), that
companies such as BskyB already offer linear content distribution alongside on-demand
content and viewer interactivity; therefore working out which rules apply will be difficult.
The UK government had been a vociferous opponent stating the expansion in scope to be
„neither desirable nor practical.‟38 Their concern was that too heavy a regulatory burden
would lead to job losses as undertakings migrate out of the EU to circumvent the rules.
Although this was supported by industry bodies, amongst EU governments they appeared
alone in this position. One reason for the UK government‟s viewpoint could be because an
impact assessment by Ofcom came to this conclusion, whereas the European Commission‟s
impact assessment did not. It should be noted that the latter was criticised for ignoring the
impact on new and emerging business models and concentrating on existing players in the
market.39 Ultimately, a conclusion that distinguishes content delivery platforms but does not
regulate them the same, leaves the strange situation that a programme consisting of the same
audiovisual content could be regulated in two separate ways. If it is broadcast as part of a
scheduled transmission it falls within the more extensive provisions. However, if it is put on
the channel‟s website as part of a watch again system, it becomes non-linear and subject to a
lighter regime. This perhaps best illustrates that a sufficient justification existed to cover nonlinear content. However, the new framework as originally proposed admittedly did not
execute this need to extend coverage to non-linear services as well as it could.
2.1.1 The resultant scope of the framework
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The final document defines an „audiovisual media service‟ differently although, the
transmission distinction remains. Under article 1(a) of the AVMSD the essential nature of an
„audiovisual media service‟ is that it is a service under the editorial responsibility of a media
service provider which has the principal purpose of providing programmes in order to inform,
entertain or educate, the general public. Such services are will either be a television broadcast
or an on-demand service.
The key terms that make up the overall definition are also individually defined in
article 1. The most contentious of the previous definitions – „non-linear service‟, due to its
width of application40 - has been replaced by „on-demand services‟. This has been supported
as reducing the scope of the new framework because the characteristic of an „on-demand‟
service is, according to recital 17, the fact it is „television-like‟. Although, a report by the
European Committee of the House of Lords (The Committee) is concerned that the
distinction between the two formats will be undermined as people may come to conclude that
„[TV]-like services should be regulated in a like manner.‟41 The justification for defining ondemand services on the basis that they are „television-like‟ could also be said to be somewhat
misconceived. It is based, in recital 17, on the belief that they „compete‟ for the same
audience as traditional television broadcasts. Yet currently the main on-demand services
available, such as Channel 4‟s on-demand service 4oD or the BBC‟s iplayer, are supplied as a
complement to the traditional broadcast service. Therefore, as the programmes on these
services are in effect the same as those on traditional broadcasts, the on-demand service
cannot really be said to be competing. Although, if more specialist providers do enter the
market and solely offer on-demand services then the definition has more merit.
Further potential problems arise from the provided definitions. Firstly, there is an
issue that arises by way of recital 30. This provides that the Directive will only apply to
services „that can be received directly or indirectly by the public in one or more Member
States with standard consumer equipment.‟ It is left to the relevant national authorities to
define, and thus determine, whether a service is received using „standard consumer
equipment‟. There is potential for states to work together to find a common position as to
what this phrase means. However, until such a position is reached it does provide a loophole
for states to permit certain services to operate outside the Directive‟s scope by adopting a
meaning that does not cover the service in question. Thus, potentially, a service originating
from one Member State may be covered by the Directive but a similar service from another
State may not be due to the definition adopted by that State. Therefore, it would have been
better if the phrase was defined by the AVMSD.
Furthermore, the AVMSD stipulates, in recital 23, that the term „editorial
responsibility‟ is „essential for defining the role of the media service provider and thereby the
definition of audio visual media services.‟ This surely means that a clear and understandable
definition is also essential for this term. A definition is provided in article 1(c) however, the
AVMSD gives Member States the ability to implement more specific notions within the
definition. If acted upon; potentially there could be 27 different definitions as to what
amounts to „editorial responsibility‟ and thus 27 different definitions of „audiovisual media
services‟. This has the potential to completely undermine the purpose of EU level
intervention in this field, namely market certainty and the creation of a level playing field.
The country of origin principle, whereby provided a broadcast complies with the law of the
country where the broadcaster is established it is free to circulate throughout the EU, is
stated in recital 27 to be the „core‟ of the AVMSD. However, it could be brought into
9
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disrepute by states using different definitions and thus, affecting the scope of the framework.
This is significant, as recital 27 also states the principle is „essential to the creation of the
internal market‟ and also provides a strong degree of legal certainty needed by industry.
Further, without it „the rationale for retaining minimum standards across Europe would be
undermined to the detriment of the growth of multi-channel „linear‟ television‟.42 The
problem here arguably lies in the type of Directive that has been created. The Commission
has sought to introduce a certain level of harmonisation; but only in order to ensure a more
level playing field between different service providers regardless of the platform that their
service operates over, and the state in which the service provider is established. Following the
EU tradition of focussing on light touch reforms for economic issues, the AVMSD does not
therefore, seek to impose a fully harmonised framework on the European broadcasting sector.
The overall nature of the AVMSD is one of liberalisation; the main aim being to increase
industry growth, investment and innovation by ensuring the sector is opened up and allowing
the market and competition principles to regulate matters.
In fairness to the Commission, the sector which the AVMSD seeks to regulate has
significant economic importance. The problem is confounded further as this is not just an
economic sector but one with deep cultural implications and thus carries a high level of
political sensitivity. It may well be the case that the Commission was aware that a more
forthright harmonising document would not have been acceptable to Member States; and,
appreciating the economic need for action in updating the TWFD, settled on an approach that
could be successfully implemented. However, this does not solve the issue that without a
sufficient level of harmonisation amongst Member States the necessary regulatory certainty
required to encourage investment in the sector may not be present. As a result, the economic
growth and innovation in new services may not be realised. Additionally, the policy goals
within the AVMSD aimed at protecting viewers may also suffer which could feedback into
negative economic results by causing a low uptake in such services. Therefore, if
intervention is justified, which it is contended that it is, the EU should be more forthright and
remove the discretion of Member States to implement the framework with their own
variations; even if this does lead to accusations of an erosion of individual state sovereignty.
A further definitional problem that arises due to the recitals is that in attempting to
clarify the definition of „audiovisual media services‟ recital 16 provides that the services
covered are only those „which are intended for reception by, and which could have a clear
impact on, a significant proportion of the general public.‟ This is a ridiculously vague
statement with no guidance as to what constitutes the phrases „clear impact‟ and „significant
proportion of the general public‟. It needs to be determined whether „a significant proportion‟
is restricted to the population of the country where the provider is established, or if it is the
combined population of all of the Member States in which the provider operates. The former
would seem to be inadequate considering that one of the aims of the framework is to
contribute to a pan-European broadcasting industry. Until this matter is resolved it is a
further cause of uncertainty for industry players in terms of the regulations that they must
abide by.
The final proposal has won over some of its critics with the UK government
reportedly „welcom[ing] the deal, saying it avoided too much regulation and would lead to
more television and online services.‟43 However, there remains concerns amongst all sectors
of the ICT industry and ironically even amongst those that have been the more prominent
supporters of reforming the framework. While traditional broadcasters are largely supportive
they have strong opposition to certain elements. The EBU have welcomed the extension of
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the scope of the Directive and „support in principle‟ the new definitions.44 However, they are
opposed to one significant area, namely the definition of „programme‟ in article 1(b), defined
as „a set of moving images … whose form and content is comparable to the form and content
of television broadcasting.‟ Their concern is that limiting the extension of scope in this way
runs „counter to the very objective of the revision, i.e. the creation of a modern, future-proof
regulatory framework for the audiovisual sector where the functions of traditional television
are gradually taken up by new audiovisual media.‟ This should not be dismissed as a fear of
a trade body scared of competition in a new environment. If we are in an age when the end of
the scheduled television broadcast is nearing we will get to the stage when new audiovisual
content will cease to be „television-like‟ as we will no longer have „television‟ as we know it
today. Even today, as the EBU highlights, programmes for mobile television are different in
form to traditional television.45 Therefore, even if the content is the same it will be outside
the scope of even the extended framework if it is not „comparable to the form … of television
broadcasting.‟
It is suggested that the reason for extending the scope is justified despite the points
raised by the BSG. However, the definitions used, while better than originally proposed,
remain too uncertain and still do not have the full support of the relevant industry players. As
the European Commission acknowledges in recital 36, this places a doubt on whether the
objectives of the AVMSD can be achieved. This issue of uncertainty could lead to a negative
economic impact in terms of investment and growth. The World Federation of Advertisers
(WFA) highlights, service providers may abide by the linear service rules in order to „be on
the safe side‟ negating the „light touch‟ approach for non-linear. Alternatively, non-linear
services may „artificially limit the reach of, or access to, innovative services‟ to ensure they
are far enough removed so as to not comply with the linear rules.46 If the WFA is correct,
then it is suggested that consumers may suffer from a poorer quality service and innovation in
services due to lack of investment caused by this uncertainty as to what rules apply.
Additionally, it is suggested that this uncertainty may result in price increases as fewer
players enter, or remain in, the market and thus reducing competition. The possibility exists
that those that do remain may end up being from outside the EU and therefore, consumers
will be exposed to the very things that the AVMSD seeks to protect them from.
Finally, it is possible that due to the overlap which has been created with the ECommerce Directive the new framework in fact goes against the EU‟s Better Regulation
policy.47 This overlap arises because recital 18 of the E-Commerce Directive provides that
video on-demand services are information society services and thus within that regulatory
framework. Therefore, these services are subject to provisions from two different Directives,
when in terms of clarity and accessibility it could be said to be better to have just the one.
2.1.2 Establishment and jurisdiction
Member States must ensure services transmitted under their jurisdiction comply with their
laws, including the AVMSD. The test for ascertaining jurisdiction is laid out in article 2;
namely, the Member State where the provider is established; or those who use a satellite uplink or satellite capacity within a Member State. This now ensures that telecommunications
companies are now encapsulated by the AVMSD.
The ultimate purpose of both the TWFD and the AVMSD was to introduce a freedom
of reception principle, whereby content that complies with the laws of the Member State
which has jurisdiction over the content provider, is free to be transmitted in any other
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Member State. Derogation from this principle for television broadcasts has always been
allowed and remains unchanged. However, provisions which replicate article 3, paragraphs
(4), (5) and (6) of the E-Commerce Directive 2000/31/EC, for when information society
services may be restricted, have been included to apply to on-demand services in article
2a(4). As these are for things such as public policy, the prevention of crime and protecting
against racial hatred they may seem quite justified. However, it has been heavily criticised for
„deviating‟48 from the country of origin principle on the basis providers of on-demand
services must already give protection to minors and from incitement to hatred. The provision
also „deviates‟ from the provisions for television broadcasters which provide that derogation
from the principle of freedom of reception can only come from infringing the protection of
minors and prevention of incitement to hatred. This seems hard to justify, particularly when
recital 27 states free movement as „essential in order to ensure the free flow of information
and audiovisual programmes in the internal market.‟
The country of origin principle is undermined further by article 3(1) which allows Member
States to apply to providers under their jurisdiction, „more detailed or stricter rules‟ of general
public interest. These stricter requirements can also be applied to service providers under the
jurisdiction of another Member State which it feels is „wholly or mostly directed towards its
territory.‟49 While this has been said to be not „absolutely fatal to the country of origin
principle‟50 it does potentially cause uncertainty. The entire industry feels the country of
origin principle was fundamental to the success of the TWFD; while the Commission also
espouses its importance. Viviane Reding, the European Commissioner with competence for
the area, has claimed „[i]f you have 25 conflicting regulations in 25 countries, you can‟t take
advantage of the internal market. When the new rules are applied, [content providers] can get
authorisation in Britain and spread into 25 countries.‟51 However, to spread into another
country means that you must be directed towards that territory. This means in effect the
audiovisual content must be compatible with the laws of that territory, and therein lays the
potential conflict as Member States have varying attitudes to different issues. By moving
towards what has been called a „country of destination principle‟52 a strong possibility exists
for cross border transmissions being hindered and the internal market fragmenting. The
workability of such a move is questionable as „it is impossible for a programme maker now
anyway to imaging where a programme might be destined for in 20 years‟ time and who
might be watching it.‟53 The country of origin principle may in theory remain „the core‟ of
the AVMSD; but in practice the new provisions, even in revised form, could be used as cover
for „economic protectionism‟.54
2.2 The new provisions
Nonetheless, the end result is still considered by Viviane Reding as „one of the most modern
and flexible set of rules in the world‟ that will, „open up multi-media opportunities, and boost
competition and consumer choice, while promoting public interest objectives.‟55 The key
issue is whether the substantive provisions will be effective in the new environment. The
AVMSD comprises a new Chapter IIA to deal with provisions relating to all audiovisual
media services and a Chapter IIB which applies only to on-demand services. The subsequent
chapters deal with the same issues as the TWFD and apply to „television broadcasts‟.
2.2.1 Provisions applicable to all audiovisual media services
Great importance continues to be placed on anti-discrimination measures and as such the
provision on incitement to hatred remains the same as under the TWFD but is now article
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3(b) within Chapter IIA in order to reflect the fact that this provision is so important that it
should cover both types of service. Member States must ensure services provided under their
jurisdiction do not incite hatred on the grounds of „race, sex, religion or nationality‟. This is
clearly positive, but it has a significant omission in that it does not prohibit hatred on the
grounds of sexual orientation. This omission seems hard to justify, particularly in view of the
fact that a person‟s sexual orientation is listed as a factor that, advertisements under article
3a(c) cannot include or promote. It appears the provision of the audiovisual media service
may incite hatred on the grounds of sexual orientation but any advertisements shown on that
service cannot. The omission could simply be due to the article being a replica of the old
measure in the TWFD. Member States must also ensure that services are also more
accessible to those impaired visually or aurally.56
Other than a provision on information regarding the service provider,57 the rest of the
chapter deals with advertising issues. The term advertising is replaced in article 1(h) with
„audiovisual commercial communication‟. This term is arguably easier to understand and
flexible enough to clearly encapsulate modern developments in advertising methods. The
term is defined as „images with or without sound which are designed to promote, directly or
indirectly, the goods, service or image of a natural or legal entity pursuing an economic
activity. Such images accompany or are included in a programme in return for payment or for
similar consideration or for self promotional purposes‟. The provisions from the TWFD in
terms of advertising content and its nature, such as the prohibition on tobacco and advertising
which is prejudicial to human dignity are also provided by the new article 3e. The main
change is article 3g which allows product placements. Article 1(m) defines these as „the
inclusion of, or reference to a product, a service or trade mark thereof so that it is featured
within a programme, in return for payment or for similar consideration.‟ Although the
starting position is one of prohibition, derogations are allowed for certain categories of
programmes unless Member States decide otherwise.58 Certain conditions under article 3g(2)
must be satisfied59 although, tobacco and prescription medicines cannot be „placed‟. The
BBC envisages some problems with these provisions; they note that editorial independence
may end up being indirectly influenced. They suggest products will unlikely be placed on the
basis of „editorial justification, but because of payment by advertisers.‟60 Therefore,
„[e]ditorial decisions could be slanted by a wish to maximise opportunities.‟61 However, by
legitimising product placements all audiovisual service providers can explore new revenue
opportunities. At the same time the conditions for permitting placements within article 3g(2),
such as clearly informing viewers of the existence of a placement agreement and ensuring
editorial independence, mean viewers should remain protected from overzealous marketing
initiatives. This is particularly the case if all Member States take the approach of Ofcom and
allow product placements on an incremental basis, with a limited number of genres at a time.
This ensures any impact can be monitored, and if detrimental, countered. Therefore, overall it
is suggested this is a move to be welcomed. The Committee felt while product placement is
not currently „necessary to the viability of television companies‟ it should be allowed but
reviewed when it becomes a more important revenue stream.62
2.2.2 Provisions applicable to on-demand services
There are only two additional provisions specifically aimed on-demand services. The first,
under article 3h, is that Member States should ensure that the services under their jurisdiction
„which might seriously impair the physical, mental or moral development of minors are only
made available in such a way that ensures that minors will not normally hear or see such ondemand services.‟ [Emphasis added] This is significant in that it is less stringent than the
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TWFD, the original proposal and the provisions for „television broadcasting‟ later in the
AVMS. Whether this is a reflection of enforceability issues or acknowledgement of the
sensitivity in seeking to regulate internet content is to be determined. While most content
sites have a facility of reporting for removal such content, it would not have been
unreasonable for the new framework to stipulate Member States must ensure, providers
within their jurisdiction, do this as a legal requirement of the site. This may only amount to
lip paying service to the framework as enforceability and workability would be major issues;
but it would at least serve as notice that the principle is just as important with on-demand
services as it is with television broadcasting.
Reflecting the need for a light touch approach to these emerging services, no quota has been
placed on providers with respect to production and access to European works and
independent productions. Instead Member States, under article 3i, shall ensure providers
„under their jurisdiction promote, where practicable … production of and access to European
works.‟ Besides financial support, it appears from recital 48 this could be satisfied by merely
presenting works attractively within Electronic Programme Guides or having a category with
a minimum amount of European works available on-demand. Overall, the provision seems to
have achieved consensus and gained industry support. Some such as ECCA argued that a
quota system would particularly hit niche channels whose target audiences are already tightly
define.63 It is felt that this „flexible approach‟ will allow these new services to „flourish‟.64 It
is unlikely that the lack of a definite quota will have a negative implication for the production
of European works. It is unlikely that states with a history of strong cultural protectionism
such as France will insist on minimal measures of promotion. Additionally, it is unlikely that
the domestic market will tolerate the widespread importation on overseas programmes thus
ensuring their continued production.
2.2.3 Provisions applicable to television broadcasters
The provisions are largely identical to the TWFD with no changes to the measures in relation
to European works and independent broadcasts. The old Chapter V has been altered slightly
in that the provisions regarding incitement to hatred, as noted, have moved to be applicable to
all audiovisual media services. In relation to the protection of minors the provisions remain
as they were.
However, the provisions in relation to television advertising have seen some
significant changes. Article 18 retains the hourly transmission time limit of 20 percent but the
daily transmission time limit of 15 percent of total transmission output is removed. Coupled
with the allowance for product placements this would seem to indicate a departure from the
previously staunch view of the Commission of protecting viewers from incessant advertising.
However, recital 57 states this shift is justified due to the availability of PVRs and increased
channel options. This is a fair assessment and provides consistency with the way the market
is heading; i.e. placing consumer choice at the heart of business models. If providers have too
many advertisement spots for viewer‟s taste, market forces will see those viewers migrate to
different providers.
Further, the transmission of television films and cinematographic works may be
interrupted by advertising once for each scheduled 30 minutes whereas it was 45 minutes.
The allowance of a second interruption, if the scheduled duration was at least 20 minutes
longer than two complete periods of 45 minutes, under article 11 TWFD, has also been
removed. This has caused concern within the television broadcaster FilmFour. During
negotiations over the AVMSD in 2006 when the proposal was once every 35 minutes,
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Jonathan Simon of the channel commented that they would have to alter their output to show
more commercial Hollywood films to make up for lost revenues.65 This may not seem like a
problem for a film channel however, FilmFour has an output commitment of 40 percent
European films.66 He felt these changes will force them to drop that to 10-15 percent as
foreign language films do not bring in as much advertising revenue.67 If this occurs it would
be a setback for the Commission‟s aims of furthering the distribution of European works.
The other potential consequence of the changes to these provisions is in relation to
children‟s programmes. Previously these could have an advertising spots provided they were
at 20 minute intervals. Now, article 11 provides, the programme must be at least 30 minutes
in length before it qualifies for an advertisement spot within each 30 minute scheduling
period. This has led ITV and Five to warn their output may suffer as „[t]he economics of
children‟s programming is fairly fragile already.‟68 The danger in the UK is that we will see
a diminution of quality children‟s programmes or, alternatively replacement by „cheap
imports‟.69 This would appear to be detrimental to children and as such contrary to some of
the principles behind the framework. However, the arguments by ITV and Five could be said
to be somewhat disingenuous. The problem only arises because children‟s programmes on
these channels, by their own admission, last less than 30 minutes. There is nothing to prevent
investment in longer programmes, of sufficient quality that children will then want to watch.
In turn this will attract advertising which can contribute towards the extra production costs. A
look at the BBC‟s output indicates that a market exists for such programmes.
3. Conclusion
The AVMSD is undoubtedly needed, without reform the TWFD would eventually have
become redundant. Technological change is happening at a rapid pace and is giving rise to a
fundamental shake-up of the broadcasting environment. However, the success of any
legislative attempt, such as this, can be determined by the legal certainty it creates within the
industry and by the amount of innovation, investment and growth that flows from the
certainty of understanding that the legislation provides. The key contribution that audiovisual
media services make towards the overall economy means that not only should the success of
the AVMSD be hoped for, it is arguably vital. While the TWFD could have led to detrimental
effects for the industry through outdated and overly restricted provisions; equally detrimental
effects could occur from poorly implemented reforms.
Unfortunately, while the AVMSD is well founded, it is mired by uncertainty. Key
definitional terms such as „editorial responsibility‟ and „standard consumer equipment‟,
which underpin the entire framework through their importance in determining what an
audiovisual media services is, are either vaguely defined or leave discretion for Member
States to determine the definition. This leaves scope for wide interpretation, and adds to the
potential weakening of the country of origin principle. This is worrying as without the
principle arguably there is no internal market and no free movement. In the borderless world
of IPTV this will be problematic and could prevent the widespread distribution of content.
This uncertainty may, as the WFA has suggested, lead to caution and inaction in what is
currently a dynamic and innovative sector. Ultimately, this problem is not unique to this
sector, but is part of a wider issue for the EU to resolve. If there is a sector, such as this, that
would benefit from intervention, the EU needs to be bolder and implement a fully
harmonised framework and ignore nationalist sentiments about maintaining sovereign
control.
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However, even without these flaws the audiovisual media services industry may well be
harmed regardless. It is perhaps telling that the excitement over the future potential for IPTV
and on-demand services is taking place at the same time as the longstanding debate on
„network neutrality‟. The debate is whether ISPs should be able to discriminate when
carrying data traffic on the basis of the type, and size, of data and thus exercise a level of
control over what content is accessed by consumers. Several US ISPs have led calls to create
what will be in effect a two-tier internet by charging consumers more for carrying larger
content.70 This concept of network neutrality is particularly important for video files which
are usually large, particularly feature length films. It has been argued a neutral network is
needed „to stimulate investment and innovation.‟71 Crucially, these calls have been backed by
a US Department of Justice submission to the Federal Communication Commission which is
current investigating Internet access in the US. The Department feels imposing requirements
to ensure the neutrality of the network „could limit consumer choice and investment in
broadband facilities.‟72 Additionally, they feel the maintenance of a neutral network will
move the „burden of implementing costly network expansions and improvements onto
consumers.‟73 This is disingenuous; it is consumers who will lose out by having to pay
higher costs for downloading on-demand content. The ISPs maintain discrimination is needed
in the carrying of content, as the level of traffic increases due to activities such as wider ondemand use. Arguably it could well be more the case of them seeking to gain financially as
broadcasting transmissions become ever more prevalent on the Internet‟s infrastructure,
which of course they control. In one stroke the benefits of lower production and distribution
costs of audiovisual media services will be lost. Therefore, not only could consumer demand
be hit, so could supply, particularly by small independent providers. Regulatory certainty
may be essential for investment and growth but, as seen with the slow uptake in mobile
phone television, legal certainty will be worthless if there is insufficient consumer demand. A
dilution of network neutrality may mean that ultimately, the aims of the AVMSD will be
hindered by sections of the very industry that it is seeking to help and promote.
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